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Rule Change
For Queen
Hopefuls Eyed
A bill to eliminate sponsorship
of Homecoming Queen candidates
will be introduced at today’s Student Council meeting by Miss Tina
Newton, sophomore representative.
The meeting is at 2:45 in the
College Union.
At last week’s meeting, Miss
Newton proposed an amendment
to a bill introduced by Jack Groban, junior representative, two
months ago.
Miss Newton withdrew her proposal in order to expedite the bill’s
progress, and she will introduce
the same proposal in a separate
bill today.
ASB Attorney General Wes
Watkins said last week he favored
eliminating queen sponsorship. In
an oral statement to council, he
said he feels sponsorship "cheapens the campaign."
Miss Newton’s bill would provide an ASB-sponsored program
to publicize the candidates.
Groban’s long -debated bill
will come up for a final vote today. It may be defeated, since
various parts of it have encountered strong opposition from many
council members.
In addition to the proposed Election Code amendments, nine other
bills are up for final votes, including the proposed abolition of
six ASB committees whose functions will be assumed by the
newly-formed College Union Program Board. To be abolished are:
Spartan Programs, Social Affairs,
Visiting Scholar, Cultural Festival,
Lecture, and Distinguished Scholar in Residence Committees.
Also on today’s council agenda
is a petition by Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) for
recognition as a campus organization. A similar SDS request was
turned down last year.
Council’s Campus Policy Committee has recommended that
SDS’ latest request be granted,
with the condition that it change
its constitution to limit membership to SJS students.
Graduate Representative Steve
Larson’s proposed program to
recommend housing standards to
students will be discussed today,
having received the endorsement
of council’s Finance Committee.

Today’s Weather
Santa Clara Valley: Cloudy
weather forecast. Predkinsl high
temperature today, 58-63. Predicted IOW temperature tonight,
40-45. Northwest winds 10-15
miles per hour this afternoon.
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Opening of Meetings

By FRANK SWEENEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Academic Council’s new policy
permitting the press to cover its
meetings is emphatically approved
by Dr. John W. Gilbaugh, dean of
the college and member of Academic Council.
Academic Council recommended
Monday that meetings be opened
to the press for the remainder
of the semester and to students
on a single meeting basis.
Students desiring to attend
meetings must first contact an
Acedemic Council member and be
invited.
‘FOR OPEN MEETINGS’
"I’ve advocated opening of Academic Council meetings right from
the outset. I have never seen a
reason for an academic council
to be closed to the public. People
have the right to know what is
going on," Dean Gilhaugh, who is
also on the Academic Council
constitution bylaws committee,
stated yesterday.
"I regret that for two years
Academic Council was closed to
the press and the public," Dean
Gilbaugh said.
Dean Gilbaugh revealed that
during the period of closed meetings, Academic Council acted on
a number of important matters
Photo by Bill Bayley
including consideration of a policy
Boy’s Blue" will be providing the dance music.
BLUR OF ACTIONBill Robison, SJS senior
to review department heads, disAlso on the agenda is a crazy sock contest, a
demonstrates just one of the many types of accussion of proposed reorganization
swimming relay and various other athletic activities which will be highlighting tonight’s Coof the college, master curriculum
tivities.
Rec, from 7:30 to 9:30 in the Women’s Gym.
plan approval and approval of
With the theme "Leprecaun Leap" the "Lil
programs with "high price tags."
’EXTREMELY BAD’
"It was extremely bad to close
to the public a body with so much
power," Dean Gilbaugh said.
Matters scheduled to come before Academic Council in the near
futtwe mostly will be routine. The
important issues already have gone
through council, he revealed.
Dean Gilbaugh stated that he
LOS ANGELES (UPI) Hun- ing almost shoulder to shoulder large crowd--estimated at 700-- took a strong stand on open meetdreds of rock-throwing, shouting for blocks where burned out build- several groups of up to 200 perNegroes burst into the streets of ings stand as testimony to the sons congregated at several different points. It was at one of
riot scarred Watts yesterday in an devastating 1965 riots.
Mayor Samuel W. Yorty asked these, after all appeared quiet,
angry display of violence punctuated by gunfire. At least two the governor’s office to have the that a half dozen shots crackled.
One Negro man fell, mortally
National Guard placed on standby.
persons were killed.
At 6:25 p.m. PST, police said the Acting Gov. Glenn Anderson in- wounded. The crowd quickly scatincident --which they described as structed members of the 160th In- tered.
Mabel Bryant, owner of a liquor
a major disturbanceappeared to fantry at Glendale, Calif., placed
The San Jose Viet Nam Day
store on Wilmington Avenue, said
be under control. But there was on ready alert.
Committee will stage a five-hour
a
man
she
knew
only
as
Cooper
airliner
carrying
Gov.
A
TWA
widespread unrest and spasmodic
Edmund G. Brown from Washing- dropped to the ground after shots teach-in Friday, March 25, in Morgunf ire.
ris Dailey Auditorium.
ton
to San Francisco was diverted were fired.
A truck driver was killed by a
Many of the vandals and youths
Peer Vinther, chairman of the
Brownlong
sniper’s bullet in mid-afternoon. to Los Angeles so
possible new un- kept on the run, moving from one San Jose VDC, announced yesterShortly after 6 p.m. police ex- concerned over
first hand view place to another as the police day that the teach-in, being held
changed gunfire with demon- restcould get a
moved in heavy force, usually in as part of the International Days
strators at a Watts intersection, of the scene.
teams of four.
of Protest, will run from noon to
MASSIVE POLICE EFFORT
and a Negro man was killed. A
Police, trying to prevent a re- 5 p.m. Workshops conducted by
The massive force was a sharp
crowd of 300 dispersed immediatecurrence of fires that hit the city SJS profesors will follow.
contrast to the deliberately conly after shooting started.
’The VDC will meet in CH166 at
trolled bid to isolate rioters last during the August riots, watched
for persons carrying suspected 3:30 p.m. tomorrow to discuss asSEVEN INJURED
summer, and a police official said
At least seven other persons "This is nothing like last August molotov cocktails.
signments for the workshops, fiThere were repeated isolated nancing and publicity for the
were treated for wounds or in- at this time."
incidents of cars set afire and teach -in.
juries.
But crowds gathering on the
Restless, rock throwing Negm fringe of the area where the most some looting, but on a relatively
So far, four speakers have been
youths scattered when police serious trouble was reported ap- small scale compared to the $45 lined up for the protest. Mrs.
moved in force. Many were armed peared surly, some threatening million loss of the August riots. Aileene Greene, wife of Felbc
with riot guns and shotguns, stand- new trouble. In contrast, Negro
Greene of the British Broadcasting
civil rights leaders walked among
Company, will speak and show
the youths to urge restraint.
slides of their recent trip to Viet
Some of the young people, acNam.
cording to a UPI reporter, wore
John Thorne, San Jose attorney;
profile
of
the
yellow shirts with
Ken Miles, pmfessor of philosophy
Malcolm X, slain former leader of
at Stanford University; and Harry
the Black Muslims.
Supiano of Berkeley, who recently
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)
After police dispersed the first
returned from Viet Nam, will be
Project officials yesterday gave
the other speakers.
Gemini 8 astronauts Neil ArmVinther, also stated that he is
strong and David Scott a "go" "almost 100 per cent sure" that
for launch today on an action- William Stanton, assemblyman
packed rendezvous and spacewalk from the 25th district and former
profes.sor at SJS, and William
flight.
Mandel, author of a book on
Dr. Harold Hodges, chairman
Mission Director William Schnei- Russia and a newscaster for KPFA
of the Sociology and Anthropology der said there was a reasonable
radio station, will speak at the
Department, will review "The
teach -1 n.
Alienation of Modern Man" dur- probability for an on-time start
This will be the second Internaing today’s Faculty Book Talk at tcxlay of the three day spectacular.
tional Days of Protest to the war
12:30 p.m. in Cafeteria rooms A
"We are go, but on a tight
in Viet Nam. The first one, Oct.
and B.
schedule," said a Space Agency
15-16, drew some 100,000 persons
Authored by Fritz Pappenheim, spokesman.
throughout the world.
the work is subtitled "An InterThe decision to proceed came
The int emit, lona I program is
pretation Based on Marx and Ton- after engineers reported that tests
nies" and was first published in on the capsule’s repaired oxygen
1959.
breathing system were going well
The hook’s five chapters include and that the Atlas booster fol
a discussion of the relationship of Gemini’s Agena target was "read3
technologY to go."
alienation to
SIMEON BOOKER
. . . lectures tomorrow and the social structure of society
Today and tomormw are the
Plans to begin the twin bill yesin general.
examination of the causes behind
Dr. Hodges describes the text terday were scrapped Monday by last days for students seeking bacthe decade’s civil rights upheavals. AS "a very provocative example of the double dose of Atlas and calaureate degrees in June or this
summer to schedule appointments
As a White House reporter resurgent sociological concern re- spacecraft troubles.
Booker has been able to observe garding the existential plight of
Barring
last-minute hitches, in the Registrar’s Office.
An appointment must be made
the integration policies of Presi- post-industrial man."
Gemini’s Atlas-Agena rendezvous
dents Eisenhower, Kennedy and
Dr. Hodges received his A.B., rocket will streak toward space for a personal interview with a
Johnson.
M.A. and Ph.D. from the Univer- at 10 a.m. EST today v.ith Arm- graduation clerk and major and
Booker was born in Youngstown, sity of Southern California and strong and Scott following in pur- minor forms must he on file in the
Ohio and is a graduate of Virginia Is pre.entiv teaching a room, in suit atop their Titan 2 fa 11:41 Registrar’s Office before the interVieW Itl held.
!CM.
Univon University.
contemporary social issue%

At Least 2 Killed

New Watts Rioting Flares

ings "because the Academic Council was acting as a legislative
body although it is actually an advisory body only."
"Academic Council seems to be
a legislative body because everything recoznmended was approved

*

Gemini Launching
And Rendezvous
Given Go -Ahead

Pa ppenheim Book
Reviewed Today

Last Two Days
For Appointments

by the college presicient. A vote
for something (in Academic Council) is tantamount to approval.
I’m unaware of anything recommended to the college president
that was vetoed," Dean Gilbaugh
said.

*

*

Strict Policy Ruling
On Remedial Courses
SJS students who ignore remedial course requirements in
reading and mathematics will be
disqualified from the college if the
Academic Council’s resolution is
signed by Pres. Robert D. Clark.
At Monday’s Academic Council
meeting, members passed a resolution calling for the cancellation
of registration privileges of those
students who failed to register for
required remedial courses.
Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler, professor of history and chairman of the
Academic Council, agreed with the
council’s resolution.
"A student’s progress in college work is predicated on the
premise that he can perform adequately in reading and mathematics," Dr. Wheeler said.
The council chairman said that
there are those on the council
who believe that disqualification
is too stringent.
"It is the college’s present policy to give a student who ignores
his remedial course requirement
an administrative ’F,’" Dr. Wheeler explained.
"Personally, I feel that it is
illogical to give a student an ’F’
if he didn’t even take the course.
An ’F’ is a gradeone way or
anoher, the student earns it,"

VDC 5-Hour Teach-In
To Begin ’Protest Days’

Magazine Chief To Speak
On Black Man’s America’
Simeon Booker, Washington bureau chief for Ebony, Jet, Tan
and Negro Digest, will speak on
"Black Man’s America" tomorrow
at 10:30 a.m. in Concert Hall.
As a reporter on the Cleveland
Call-Post Booker was awarded the
Newspaper Guild’s Front Page
Award for his articles on housing
and the Wendell Willkie Award
for his series on education.
Later, as the only Negro reporter on the Washington Post,
he received the Newsman’s Newsman Award from the Capital Press
Club and was elected its president.
In 1961 Booker reported the
beating of whites by young Negro
hoodlunts during a Thanicsgiving
Day high school game in Washington. His coverage was printed in
three daily pipets and touched
off an official inquiry.
He was named to an investigating committee and biter wrote the
committee’s report, which became
the basis for new efforts to improve school and community facilities.
The title of the columnist’s
speech is taken from the name of
a book he wrote. Published in
1964, "Black Man’s Ameriea" has
limn praised for its comprehensive
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being coordinated at the University of Wisconsin through the National Coordinating Committee to
End the War in Viet Nam.
Vinther says he expects this Protest to "be much bigger than the
first one." But Vinther feels that
the 1,200 seating capacity of Morris Dailey Auditorium should be
big enough to hold the large number of anticipated local protesters.
"Internationally this is going to
be big," he predicted. "In Japan
alone there probably will be some
50,000 participants."
On Saturday, March 26, the
various peace groups in the Bay
Area plan to march from the foot
of Market Street to a rally at
Civic Center. They will be protesting the Viet Nam War and the
Justice Department’s attempt to
get the W. E. B. DuBois Clubs to
register as a Communist Front
organization.

Dr. Wheeler said, adding, "the
resolution submitted to Dr. Clark
also states that the assigning of
grades belongs only to the faculty, not the administration."
Dr. John W. Gilbaugh, dean of
the college, voiced strong disagreement with the council resolution yesterday.
"I don’t think we should deal
with students in such an arbitrary
manner as cancelling registration
privileges if they don’t take their
remedial courses as scheduled,"
Dr. Gilbaugh said.
The college dean remarked he
personally believes this resolution
is "quite drastic."
The text of the resolution submitted to President Cark for approval:
It traditionally has been the
right and duty of the classroom
teacher to assign grades, a right
and duty to be zealously and
jealously guarded. College policy
states that "The assigronent of
marks should be based solely on
student performance in the
course."
Cancellation of registration is
used as a means of penalizing
those who fail to complete certain
administrative requirements of admission and registration.
The procedure of assigning "F"
grades to those students who refuse to enroll or re-enroll in required remedial courses be stopped.
In lieu of the above that the registration of students refusing to
enroll or re-enroll in required remedial courses be cancelled.

Y.R.’s Schedule
’Information’ Drive
SJS Young Republicans plan to
combat the Vietnam Day Committee’s teach-in with an information
campaign of their own next week.
Although final plans have not
yet been completed, Bob Antistrong, YR president, said that, as
things stand now, his club will
most likely sponsor several
speeches during the week.
Among the tentative spealcers
will be Dr. Stephen Possony of
Stanford University. The YRs will
also show two films, ’"The Truth
About Communism" and "What Is
Communism?" the story of former
FBI counterspy Herbert A. Philbrick. Time and place for the
films has not yet been determined.

tlete,k4 Srie(41
LSD Lecture
Students for a Dvinocrat le society v.111 sponsor a taped speech
on the use of LSD by Timothy Leary, former Harvard professor,
today at 7:30 p.m. in E100.

Tau Delt Smoker
Tau Delta Phi, men’s scholastic honorary, will hold its semesterly
smoker tonight at 7:30 in the faculty cafeteria to invite students
to join the fraternity.
Students with 3.0 or higher grade point averages and 30 units
are eligible to join, according to Bill Greenwood, Tau Delta Master
of Entrance.
Those who cannot attend or failed to receive an invitation are
asked to COMe tO a short orientation morting tomorrow at 5 p.m.
in E132.

’Catholicism’ Talk
Dr. Robert Sassiiii», ici tuici
thc
..cienee department,
will speak on "Catholicism and Freedom," a decree on religious
liberty, tonight at 8 at SJS Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St.

’Born Yesterday’
Thlay’s Classic Film, "Born Yesterday," will he shown at 3:30
atxi 7 p.m. in T1153, and is open to the college community.
The film features Judy Holiday, William Holden and Broderick
Cranford
the story of an ex-chorus girl anti a scrap-iron tycoon.

Rabbie RGuser
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Exciting Prof
Gets Kudos
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By PATRICK HEFFERNAN
Congratultuions and kudos to Dr. Billie
Jensen, assistant professor of history yaw

JERRY FORD

has been named Professor of the Month
by Phi Alpha Theta, history fraternity.

We Believe

Dr. Jensen deserves congrattilati .... for
more than being Professor of the Month,
st outstanding
Inn for being one of the

The Doors Open
During the past few months, members of the campus news media have
been participating in a verbal and
ritten debate over the question of
reporting the deliberations and rectum.
mendations of the Academic Council.
Monday’s action by the Academic
Council opening its meetings to the
public and press is heart-warming and
most welcomed.
The action affirms our belief that
students at SJS should be kept aware
of academic progress through the dialogue emanating from the council.
The flow of information on a college ’campus is of vital importance
both to stutlents and faculty.
Students at SJS are very much
aware of academic excellence, and the
opening of council affords a communications bridge which links the student
community to the faculty in an area
where dialogue has been covered over
in secrecy.
SJS prides itself on its faculty-student relationship, and an open Aca-

demie Council augtnents such a relationship.
Faculty metnbers often are charged
with neglect in their relationship with
the students. The common verbiage
on today’s campuses is "We’re just
numbers, and the faculty could care
less."
Contrary to the thinking of some.
students are aware and concerned
about the many problems confronting
today’s colleges.
It was this concern for information
on issues confronting the college and
the faculty that we began and maintained an editorial dialogue for an
open council.
Our enthusiasm for a thoroughly
informed college community may have
startled some, but we believe firmly
that no one can die from an over
exposure of accurate and concise information.
Academic Council has taken a laudable step down a path where an informed community truly means academic excellence.

teachers on this or any of the other

Billieher students refer to her by her
first mune out of friendliness the same way
she calls them by their first names, a rare

Editor:
In his March 11 rebuttal to my rebuttal to
his rebuttal of my column on Fthodesia, Jeeba
Abbeyquaye
Charm refers to the fact that
the average black Rhodesian has more education than the average Negro in any other
African state as justification for giving immediate full suffrage to all black Rhodesians.
Abbeyquaye, being from Ghana, must surely
be aware of the pitifully tyrannical governments of those African nations which have
granted suffrage to the uneducated masses.
What surprised me is that he referred t,o
Zambia and Kenya as examples of African
democracy and it is those nations which have
tvvo of the most tyrannical governments (excluding Abbeyquaye’s native Ghana since its
"democratic"dictator recently ousted).
If I am not mistaken, Abbeyquaye’s cornmenta indicate his concept of suffrage for
the masses and democracy for Africa equals
a belief in dictatorship of one man or one
clique plat in power by the massesi.e., "dictatorship of the proletariat."
At lea.st if he thinks of Zambia as "democratic," this must be so.
Al Msuson
A 14702

Church-Peace People
’Love’ Being Christian
FAIltor:
Re: Peace
(Daily 3/14/66).
It seem.s that all these peace people get
religious when the threat of war is heavy.
A few weeks ago at Trea.sure Island an
AWOL sailor (25 days AWOLhe was proud
of it) was carrying a sign which read "Thou
Shalt Not Kill." He was either confused or
used it as an alibi. It was entirely out of
context.
Well, I listened to Peace Pilgrim sponsored by Christians (?) for Social Action.
It was the same old National and World
Councils of Churches line. All these types
are pro world governmerst and pro world
church.
They hang their premise on the authority
of the words of Jesus vvherein He s.aid- -"That
they all may be one." The casual listener
to the peace people will readily note that
they only throw in Bible references to subsantiate their position.
The peace people are trying to build a
kingdom on earth with their own hands and
hope that God will approve it. But the kingdom of God is not built with the hands of
men. it is God -built

A. P. Anderson
A21943

VDC Withdrawal Plan
Communist Inspired?
Editor:
On March 13 a member of the San Jose
Vietnam Day Committee advocated complete
withdrawal of American influence in Vietnam
in favor of "self-determination." He acknowledged that this would mean a Commtmist takeover in South Viet Nam.
This, he said, is all right, since this is
what the South Vietnamese want. He stated
that 96,000 men "voted with their feet"
against the South Vietnamese government
by defecting from the army of South Vietnam. Thes.e votes in the South Vietnamese
"foot election" Call be discounted as votes
against democracy because most of the 96,000 men were comparing a down-to-earth
military dictatorship with a Conununist piein-the-sky. Neither of these two is represenative of a democratic government or communistic goverrunent. A great many were
simply voting for peaceful fanning as opposed to war.
He stated that in general, Communist governments are supported by the people.
Would you wish your life in a Communist
country by denouncing it, for instance, for
meddling in the affairs of a foreign country?
In addition to prohibiting free internal elections, Communist governments generally restrict their citizens fmm "voting with their
feet."
Even with the restrictions, what are the
results of the prohibited "foot elections" in
Korea? in Tibet? in Hungary? in all of the
communistic countries? East Germany was
becoming depopulated by the results of the
"foot vote" in the ballot. box known as Berlin
until the box was locked in violation of a
treaty guaranteeing its being open.
have read charges that
Many times
student "peace" group leaders are Communists or are sympathetic to communism.
This is the first time that I have seen personal evidence in support of such a charge.
Wayne Rboten
414.11
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It is so exciting,. so meaningful that many
are the students who have seriously conof her clas-e-.

"You wouldn’t want all those atomic secrets coming
out in a court trial, would you .. ?"

Guest Room

ASB Critics ’Lack Facts’
14:1.1)
\
By
ASK Public Relations Director
During the eight semesters that I have
attended SJS, there has been an enourmous an ..... nt of criticism of student government. I feel that criticism is an essential part of a forceful student community.
This criticism, however, often is more
destructive than constructive. This de-

Peace, VDC, Rebuttals Seen Again
The statement of Mr. Collins (the pilgrim
is a Christian woman, if I know what a Christian is) is indicative of CSA beliefs. They
don’t know what a Christian is. They proclaim that they are working toward that
hope (of being a Christian) by love, but
man’s works will not attain for him the salvation of and proper relation to God.
The Bible says, "For by grace are you
saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: Not of works
lest any man should boast." (Eph.2:8,9).
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History with Billie Jensen is a v :teatime

Thrust and Parry
Rebutter’s Rebuttal
ls Rebutted Again
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’Flag-Waver Patriots’
Fear Different Views

structiye critieism is also often based on
ling the
ignorance of the facts sun.
situation. This problem is perhaps caused
by the inaccessibility of the facts to the
entire student body.
Student leaders are in the position of
working with the faculty and administration in a closer relationship than possible
for all of the students. In this way more
information is available to them.
Students who are justifiably tlissatisfied
should couple their criticisms with constructive ideas rather than simply destructive criticism.
One of the major reasons the responsible
student should strive to criticize student
government constructively is because policies and programs of the ASB affect the
student in many ways.
Not only does student government sponsuch cultural programs as the Distinguished Scholar-in -Residence Program,
Washington Square Pop Series Concerts,
Invitation to the Arts Classical Concerts,
the Visiting Scholar Program and the
Forum Series, but student government also
sponsors intramurals, inter-collegiate
sports, Co-Recreation, Spartacamp, Fresh 11111111 Camps and numerous other programs.

sor

Editor:
If we ignore the vindictive personal attack,
the childish namecalling, and the retreat
into super-patriotic flag waving, Jarnes Brescoll’s letter of Feb. 11 deserves attention for
two reasons.
One: He accuses me of misapplying the
term "double think," and refers me to the
appendix of 1984. I invite Mr. Brescoll to
examine his own copy. If he deigns to do so,
he will find that the appendix refers to "newspeak," not "double think." Orwell uses three
slogans to exemplify "double think." "WAR
IS PEACE, FREEDOM IS SLAVERY, IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH." I leave the
reader to determine whether I have mis-applied this concept in terms of Mr. Brescoll’s
previous letter.
Two: He makes a request that I might
some day tell him of what he is frightened.
I assume here that he is speakiig not merely
of himself, but of all those who share the
same type of ideas he has presented.
Very well. The segment af American society which Mr. Brescoll represents feels itself terribly threatened by the ideas put
forward by those who attack the current
position and application of U.S. foreign policy.
For this segment has identified itself so
completely with the current policies of the
State, and note here the differentiation between the State, and America, its ideals and
constitution, that any attack on those policies becomes a personal attack, a personal
threat, an attempt to disrupt the neat, rigidly black and white world which they have
constructed to block out any non -conforming
idea.
Mr. Brescoll put his finger on the answer
when he stated that he, unlike the protesters,
at least had "security." Security of course
is what this segment must have, the security
of a closed system of ideas, a system in which
America can never do wrong. This is why
they are frightened, and this is why they will
react with increasing violence against those
persons and those ideas which attempt to
penetrate and shatter that security.
It is this fer which we see mirrored in the
letters of Jrunes Brescoll.
John Hansen
A13377
I letters to the Thrust
EDITOR’S NOTE: S
and Parry section have e,ceedd the 2SO.word
limit. The editors have been lenient regarding
this rule, but due to increasing space limitations,
letters Nceeding 250 words may not be printed
from this date forth.

There are several things that SJS students can tlo to assist the student government system constructively: 1. Try out for
positions that are available on the numerous ASB contmittees. Once on a corm
mittee, the students should offer constructive participation, thus helping the committee to succeed in its goals.
2. Attend meeting of Student Council
and its standing committees. At these student government meetings constructive
ideas should be presented so that the
elected or appointed officials can improve
the programs offered by student government.
3. Vote in ASB elections. The vote a
student casts in an election is his way of
selecting the person who nuist support the
programs that the student body wants and

needs.
Your representatives in the College
Union will offer yott a wide program of
opportunities, but for them to be truly
effective., you must take the initiative and
offer constructive criticism and participation.

SJS in Retrospect
5 YEARS AGO: Robert F. Williams, controversial civil rights leader and editor of a
southern newspaper, spoke in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Williams told of the total lack
of racial discrimination in Castro’s Cuba and
stated that "the Cuban regime is no Communist government." He also said that Cuba
had more democratic policies than America.
tO YEARN A00: SJS President John T. Wahl returned from the East where he attended the National Conference on ClosedCircuit Television. President Wahlquist reported that SJS is ahead of most colleges in
its closed-circuit instructional progranuning.
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PERSONA
A lovely young
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woman, Dr.

JellSen

can

ate with her classes ort a personal
level. It is not unusual for a lecture of hers
on Trandscemlentalism or the Constitutional Convention to become an open discussion of philosophy or polities or e%en
science fiction, %kb the professor lisle

her elasses from
Students who el .....
offerings in i he catalogue sight IllistI’ll rand
the fellows find that once seen, she’s quite
a shapely sightalmost to the point of
distraction) break their necks to register
for more of them in later semesters.
And they come out of those classes not
only with a solid knowledge of history--as
a historian knows the facts but the meanI them. One strident in her 144
ing bel
class remarked after a lecture, "Now I’m
g to
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for
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as well as talking.

beg’
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ter

lerstand how this country

gol this way.’"
GRADING E X PIA INED

Her grading is based

on what one understihject, nol just how much
’terms and
he remembers. She does use
finalsnobody’s perfectbut they are as
educational as they are searching, and are
stands about

only difficult in inverse proportion to how
muck you paid attention during Ike year
pteen dozen
and how well you read the
books she assigns.
Dr. Jensen is to lie congratulated for
a Professor of the Month,
but for being a real professor all the time.

being not just

(No, lin not in one of Dr. Jensen’s classes
now, SO everyone at the the Student Union
who is planning au investigation can
forget it.)
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Third Largest in Nation

’

By I.INDA LAMANNO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"SJS Occupational Therapy Department is the third largest in
the nation," according to Miss
Anne Murany, associate professor
of occupational therapy and department chairman.
SJS is one of five schools in
the nation offering a Master’s degree in occupational therapy. No
Ph.D. is offered in this area anywhere.
FUNCTION NOTED
The function of an occupational
therapist is to rehabilitate the
physically handicapped. For instance, if a man, paralyzed from
the waist down on the left side,
must drive a specially adapted
car, an occupational therapist
might teach him to get in and out
of the car by himself and to fold up
his wheelchair, put it in the back
seat and remove it when needed.
Additionally, occupational therapists work in hospitals and clinics
thmughout the nation. Jobs in
such areas require the 0.T. to
teach patients crafts and trades,
not only to relieve the boredom
but also to prepare the patients
for outside jobs. Many times the
0.T. even helps find jobs for patients released from the hospitals.
RECEIVES BADGE

te

During the second semester of
the senior year, a student 0.T. receives a badge qualifying him to
serve an internship and to work
in the college clinic.
This clinic serves the conununit
Patients, on prescription of

af

LUIGI’S
PIZZA
PARLOR

Today’s Special!
ry

eh

10c, 20c, and 30c, off
on every small, medium,
and large pizza,
respectively.

Spaghetti $1
Ravioli $1.1 5
"Fine Italian Food"
1074 Lincoln Ave. 295-7995
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O. T. Department

World Forum
China Ban Easing

WARSAW CURSThe United States will tell Communist Chin,
today it is prepared to ease travel restrictions between the twa countries, informed sources reported.
U.S. Ambassador Jotut A. Gronouski will seek the views of Chinese Communist envoy Wang Kuo-Chuan at a meeting in the Myslewicki Palace, the sources said.
There was little optimism here that the Chinese would give the
announcement an enthusiastic greeting. Although American newsmen have been able to have their passports validated for China since
1957, the Chinese have admitted only two.

MISS CLARICE MOCHIZUKI, senior occupational therapy major, helps two -year-old Vicki Stolpe, a congenital amputee. She
is one of many patients served at SJS occupational therapy
clinic located in the Health Building.
their physicians, come to the clinics for help by the interning students.
The SJS department was started
in 1944 by Mrs. Susan Richards,
occupational therapist, at the request of the government as a war
emergency program. Miss Mary D.
Fkicith, professor of occupational
therapy, succeeded Mrs. Richards
in the department’s second year.
In 1948 the faculty doubled to
two, and presently the staff includes six full-time faculty members.
BEGIN INTERNSHIP
Each year, between 35 and 45
majors are graduated and begin
required nine-month internship
programs.
Following graduation, the 0.T.
must se’ "e tlillo month, in a hi,-

pital or clinic and must pass an
examination given by the Educational Council of the American
Medical Association before he becomes a registered 0.T.
Miss Gloria L. Laird, 1956 SJS
graduate, was the first 0.T. to
serve in the Peace Corps. She
served in Perek, Malaysia. At present she is working at El Portal,
cerebral palsy school, in Sall Mateo.
Men are not excluded from the
0.T. field, although it appears to
attract more women. "More and
more men are in demand. This
year, we have several male majors," Mrs. Eleanor P. Mann, professor of occupational therapy,
points out.
"There are more jobs than quali:itirled Mrs Alann
i i0,1 o

JRS ENTERPRISES
Phone 286-5392 evenings
www

LIVE MUSIC
Productions

KLIV
Radio

and
present

AUCKLAND, New Zealand (UPI i U.S. astronauts Frank Borman and Walter Schirra said yesterday they Lettere life existee in
outer space.
However, the two men who made the first space rendezvous
last December, said they certainly did not believe in flying saucers

THE RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO

Tourney Signups
Sef for Co-Rec
A badminton tournament for
the college community will be held
at Co-Rec Wednesday, March 23,
at 7:30 p.m. Sign-ups are now
being taken at the recreation
office, PER111, and in front
Spartan Bookstore all day tomtit row.
The deadline for entries is Friday. Trophies will be given to first,
second and third place winners.

SAM Banquet

and
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
Sat.. hlarch 26 at 8 p.m.

MADRID (UPD- The Spanish Parliatnent approved a measure
yesterday lifting press censorship for the first time since the 1939
Spanish Civil War.
The three main points of the 72 article measure grant publithers
the right to appoint their own editors, permit the establishment of
new newspapers and lift pre-publication censorship.

San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets: S4.50, $3.75, S3 25, $2.50
40 W. San Carlos

S.J. Box Office
********* *

** * ***** *
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Term Paper Time Savers
FOR EASIER, FASTER, MORE ACCURATE
preparation of

BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND FOOTNOTES
USE

Rapid Research Cardsc

The Society for the Advancement of Management will present
4" x 6" file cards with appropriate entry blanks for bibliography
$300 in scholarships to three memnotation. Instruction card provided with each packet.
bers during its annual initiation
banquet, tonight at the Golden
50 Cards Per Packet 490
Doors Restaurant, Los Gatos, at
6:30 p.m.
The banquet will be filmed by
Paramount Pictures of Hollywood
as part of a 13-week series about I
success stories of national student
"Right on Campus"
duction," he. continued, "will be
organizations.
styled after the tiighly successful
presentation of the San Francisco
Mime Troupe’s ’Tartuffe,’ last
C) New...from Caedmon Records
spring."
Reed is sponsoring the contest to
encourage more students to submit
manuscripts. In addition to one
act plays, Reed will accept poetry,
short stories, essays, art and
photography. Manuscripts should
be submitted to F0102, while artwork must be given to Reed adviser Dr. Jeanne Lawson, F0207,
according to Devlin.

Campus Literary Magazine
To Sponsor Writing Contest
Reed magazine, campus literary
publication, will sponsor a drama
contest.
Drama coordinators for the
magazine, John Thornton and
Steve Maze, SJS juniors, said the
best one act play submitted to
Reed staff will be published in the
May issue and produced during
the spring magazine sale.
Tentative plans are for an open
air, theater in the round production according to Joseph Devlin,
Reed publicity agent. "The pro-

all color

Life in Space?

Spanish Liff Censorship
Photo by -lorries Brescoll

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
$89
.

and footnote

cpaptan gookstope

The only recording of

Ernest Hemingway

for

reading his works

.111,
ne.
ses

’his historic album was created from
%.7the now-legendary tape recordings
Hemingway made for himself and his
friends in the years 1948-1961. They
have never been available to the public.
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DIAMOND RINGS
hv
HUCKLEBERRY FINN and
loin Sawyer are easier when
you let Cliff’s Notes be your
guide. Cliff’s Notes expertly
summarize and explain the
plot and characters of more
than 125 major plays and
novels including Shake.
speare’s works. Improve your
understandingand your
grades Call on Cliff’s Notes
for help in any
literature course.
125 Titles in all

-among

them these favorites:

rong,
Anne
,niels,
Dave
+rens,
Gary

Adet Letter Tale
,
; r., k Return ol the
NAT vr Inc Odyssey Julius CaeSar .
Cr.* and Punishment The Mad Great
bipectat.on.. Huckleberry Finn K.,
Henry IV Pm? I Wuthering Heights Itinti
lee Pride and Preneloce Lord Jen
Outrun Giiihwor’s Travois Lord el
the Ekes
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OTHER UNIQUE RECORDINGS FROM CAEDMON

tCarved

T1LieoreReee

- 41 -

MAKERS OF OVER 50 MILLION
DIAMOND AND WEDDING RINGS
SINCE 1850

,
.
Robert Freers own New
England voice reads The
Pasture, Mending Wall,
illechtts. Altar Aught
Pkking, and other poems.

275 S. let

Dylan Thomas in a ly
mai readtagof A Child’s
Christmas in Wales. In
the White Giant’s Thigh.
and other poems.

K. Cummings in seCarl Sandburg reeds
Windy City. in Tall lections from his poetry.
Grass. Four Preludes. including when god deSouthern Petri fir, and cided to Poem, Santa
laas. 5,0 no .0141
other well..known poems

T.S. SOO interpreting a
choice selection of his
poetry. including Pru!rock. Portrait of a IAA,
Ash Wednesdra Marina

William Faulkner reads
his famed Nohel Pelee
Acceptance Speech, se.
Ihlions from As Lay
PIM, And other siirk.L.

At better record and book stores, or mail coupon below

Other Diamond Rings $75 and up
)S0N’S JEN\

77.1

’ME PoL"TRI Of
CARI,SAND111114

The most hallowed season for
an engagement ... time for the
ring that’s most cherished. Indeed, with the unexcelled styling, the superb quality of an
MU:raved you’ll be giving the
most persuasive proof of your
everlasting devotion.
A. NOCTURNE STAR SET
Eneagersent
1250.00
tbride’s Cerro
12.60
11. CONCORD SIT
Formeienen tins
$113.00
giides CIrtlet
17.50
C. CATHIDRAL SIT
irida’s Circlet .
15.00

MA, -

Cliff S ROHS RIC
Ortntat sips.. onion Nein 61505

HEISE iS the Emest Hemingway known to his intimate
circle ... the teller of tall stories, the tender man in
love, the brash and bawdy wit, the serious searcher
for truth. In this remarkable album, you will hear
Second Poem to Mary; a selection from Work in
Progress; the autobiographical memoir, Saturday Night
at the Whorehouse in Billings, Montana; the moving
Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech; In Harry’s Bar in
Venice, a rare moment of Hemingway parodying The
New Yorker parodying Hemingsvay; The Filth Column, describing the anguished Spanish Civil War days.
Mary Hemingway, and A. E. Hotchner, Hemingway’s good friend, have written personal background
nOtes for this long-awaited album. It is the only spoken
testament left to us of the man Hemingway was.

ELERS
2 5 0 5 f) 7

rAEDMON RECORDS have enriched the American literary scene by bringing into homes and schools
the voices of the distinguished poets and writers of
our time. Notable Caedmon albums include the
famed original cast recording of Dylan Thomas’
Under Milk Wood; Richard Burton reading the love
lyrics of John Donne. Sir John Giclgud interpreting
Shakespeare’s i.onnets; and Lone Lenya, in an evoca.
live reading of the tales of Kafka.
Caedmon records are available at fine record and
book StOret Or you may order any of the albums
shown, simply by using the coupon provided. Please
enclose check or money order. We pay postage.

CAEDMON RECORDS
Pioneer In epokenword recording

Caodmon Records. Dept. 116
401 SIghth Avonuo. Now York, N. Y. 10001
Please send the albums 1 base indicated at the right. I
enclose my check or money order for $5.93 in full payment
for each album. (Add sales tax where necessary.) All are
12-inch long playing records which may be used on any
J31/4 rpm plicmograph.
Name
Address
City
School

State

Zip

CHECK THE ALBUMS
YOU WISH:
0 Ernest Hemingway
0 Robed Frost
D Dylan Thomas
’DEVI Sindburg
O E. E. Cumm.rigs
O T. S. Eliot
ID William Faulkner
0 Please send you,
complete 72.pege
catalogue.
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Iowa String Quartet To Play Friday
Iowa String Quartet, Internationally known for its interpretation of chamber MUNiC, will
perform Friday at 8:15 p.m. in
Concert Hall.
Students and faculty will be
admitted free and the general
public for $1.50. Tickets are
available at the Student Affairs
Business Office, Building R.
Spartan Programs Committee
sponsors the concert, the final
program in the Invitation to the
Arts Classic Series.
Allen Ohmes, John Ferrell,
William Preucil and Joel Kros-

WE
HAVE
THE

nick formed the quartet In 1958
at the University of Iowa. Since
its tour of the eastern states
in 1961, demands for appearances have grown each season.
Violinist Ohmes received his
bachelor of music degree from
Baldwin Wallace Conservatory’,
Berea, Ohio, and his master’s
from Eastman School of Music.
He has served as concertmaster
and soloist with the U.S. Air
Force Orchestra in the United
States, Iceland, Norway and
Denmark.
At Eastman, Ohmes instructed
violin classes and played in the
mculty string quartet. He ori!anized the Washington Chain her Society and has performed
in numerous concerts and reHtals.

Violinist Ferrell also was graduated from Eastman School of
Mu.sic. He taught violin at the
University. of Redlands before
joining the University of Iowa
faculty two years ago. He soloed
in the "Monday Evening Cone rt" series in Los Angeles and
other southwestern cities.
Ferrell made his New York
debut in Carnegie Recital Hull
in 1958.
Violist Preucil received both his
bachelor and master of music
degrees from Eastman School of
Music. He was principal violinist
kind soloist with the U.S. Marine
13and for three years. At 24 he
was the youngest person appointed as principal violist of the
Detroit Symphony.
Preucil joined the University

linimirmirtiTrnTnnmnrrnwmpli/111.1relrm.,

Civil Engineering Graduates:
Begin your career with Santa Cruz County.
Growing Public Work,. Dept. offers i lllll ’vitiate vacancies and cx., Ilent opportunities for
growth.

professional

Salary S610 - $707.
A representative wilt be on campus Thursday, March 17.

0

Sign up at Placement

Office today.

SCREEN SCENES
TOWNE

CI

295-7238 1433 The Alameda
29748080
Fillini’s Masterpiece
"THE LEATHER BOYS"
"JULIET
also David Niven, Will,arn Holden in
"THE MOON IS BLUE"
OF THE
SPIRITS"

552 South Bascom
Rite Tushingham

Gas Prices
in San Jose

SARATOGA
14502 I3ig Basin Way

(Major Oil Co. Gas!)

Puritan Oil
4fh 6 William
6th es Keyes
10th Er Taylor
13th & Julian

8674026

"THE TENTH VICTIM"
and
"THE CONJUGAL BED"

First

292-8778

DEAN MARTIN
as Matt Helm

shoots the works ;n

G AY
soo

TUDIO
396 South First

2944544

"MUDHONEY"
and
"EXPRESSO BONGO"

"THE SILENCERS"
color w;th Stella Stevens.
Plus "ONE WAY WAHINE’.
color. doors open 12:15 p.m.
ncount Cards Honored

HEATHER-TONE
LAMBSWOOL
PULLOVERS BY BYFORD OF BRITAIN
English lambswool at its finesta wardrobe necessity for every
action-loving man. Latest full-fashioned Saddle -shoulder
long-sleeve in 10 rich shades 15.95
V-neck pullover in come -hither heather tones! Sleeveless 11.95

of Iowa faculty in 1958. He has
played in New York, Washington, Philadelphia, Detroit and
Baltimore.
Cellist Krosnick began studying music at the age of nine
in 1950. He has appeared as soloist with the New Haven Symphony and the National Orchestral Association. He has given
recitals in New York, Washington, D.C. and Denver.
In 1961 Krosnick founded the
"Group for Contemporary Music." a trio of Columbia College
students dedicated to the performance of new music. He is
assistant professor of violin-cello
at the University of Iowa.

Music Major
Wins Award
Of $2,000
Jack Ullom, senior music maior, has won a Woodrow Wilson
National Fellowship in a nationwide competition with nore than
11,000 nominees.
Two other SJS students, English major John E. Vargo and
psychology major Donald C.
honorable
Zachary, received
mention.
Candidates are nominated by
a professor at the school they
attend, then wtite a 1.000-word
theme on why they wish to teach
at the college level. Semi-finalists are selected on a regional
basis and their papers sent to
the national selection committee
at Princeton University.
Some 1,400 Worgirow Wilson
National Fel lowsh ips were
awarded this year. Winners receive a stipend of $2.000 plus
tuition and fees.
Ullom plans to study musicology, doing most of his music
history research in string mu.sic
and quartet literature. Currently he plays violin in the San Jose
Symphony. Santa Clara Philharmonic and the SJS Symphony.
Orchestras.
Last year Ullom was named
Outstanding Stuilent of the Music Department. He is a member
of Men’s Glee Club. Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia music fraternity
and two national honor societies,
Phi Eta Sigma and Phi Kappa
Phi. He is a former member of
Spartan Shields.
In April Ullom will join three
other SJS music majors - all
members of a Haydn quartet
class to play before the California Music Educator!: Association Convention in Santa Barbara.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Ullom of 1708 Noranda
Drive. Sunnyvale.

SENIOR MUSIC MAJOR Jack Ullom is among
the 1,408 winners of a Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship competition with some I 1,000
nominees. He will receive $2,000 plus tuition
and fees for graduate study in teacher educa-

tion. From left are Dr. Gerald Wheeler, professor of history and SJS coordinator of the
lowshlp program; Ullom and Dr. Robert D. Clark,
SJS president.

Book Review

Novel Presents Test for Prejudice
I

lis

1.I.\11\ t.

\

PrejUilice,

jUnt

as

bcauty

or

evil, is in the eye of the beholder.
This is Elizabeth Kata’s premise in her newest novel, "A Patch
of Blue."
The story centers on an 18year-old girl accidentally blinded
as a child by her prostitute
mother, Rose-ann.
Selina, even though she cannot see, loves life and embraces
each segment a.s it unfolds for
her. Her experience is limited
until by accident, she meets Gordon, a sen.sitive man who becomes acutely involved in her.
life.
He is shocked when she tells
casually of being raped by one

and
of her mother’s custom,’
is touched by her passion for
knowledge.
The park where they meet becomes the center of the universe
for both. Selina depends C0111pletely upon Gordon, and Gordon
grows in his need for that responsibility.
When Rose-ann learns who
and what Gordon is, they both
face the test of where theory
fails and faith begin.s, for Gordon
is a Negro.
The book, while well -written,
is more a Hollywood re-write
than a novel. It was adapted
from the movie starring Sidney
Poitier, Elizabeth Hartman and
Shelley Winti.rs. A new performer, Miss Hartman received an

SJS Students Eligible To Audition
For ’Campus Talent ’66’ T.V. Show
SJS students are eligible to
for a onc-hour showcase for college talent, "Campus
Talent ’66," vvhich will be telecast on KXTV, Sacramento,
June 12.
Acts will be selected from
four-year colleges and universities in Northern California.
Interested students may write
Producer-Director Robert Kelly
at KXTV, 601 Seventh Ave.,
Sacramento, for more information. Letters should include
name, address, telephone number, type of act, how many peooked and kackLiround
ple al,
audition

Europe ’661

information, such a.s pre% ious
experience.
Last year’s winners, the
"Wayside Trio" from Sacramento State College. received an allexpense-paid trip to New York
where they appeared before television and theatrical producers.

Academy Avvard nomination for
best actress and Miss Winters
WaS nomiated for best supporting actress in their roles in "A
Patch of Blue."
The movie itself was adapted
from one of Miss Kata’s earlier
novels, "Be Ready with Bells
and Drums."
Even through the series of revisions, the theme and the characters endure, and the quality
of pathos remains untouched.
Because Selina catutot see the
color of Gordon’s skin, her feelings are unblemished by bigotry.
The books asks, then, the question: Must one be blind before he
can see?
"A Patch of Blue" is available
in paperback edition.
REST SELLERS
ON CAMPUS
Bel Kaufman: "Up the DOWn
Staircase"
Robin Moore: "T;-ie Green
Berets"
John Eichenlaub: "Marriage
Art"
Morris West: "The Ambassador"
Bill Sands: "My Shadow Ran
Fast"

KSJS log
KSJS-FM, 90.7 me, Today
5:00 p.m. BMOC
5:55 p.m.- Lockheed Digest
6:00 p.m.Spartan Spectrum
6:10 p.m.- KSJS Forum
6:15 p.m.The World of Folk
Music
6:30 p.m.Four Centuries of
Italian Theater
7:00 p.m. Portrait in Jan
8:00 p.m.Centuries of the
Classics

SPAGHETTI
All the spaghetti you can cert.
Every Mon. thru Thut,.

81
Angelo’s Steak House
nitre St

72 Ei
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RESERVE
NOW!
New York
to Paris

331.00
Inc. Tax
ROUND TRIP

Via PHA ... DEPARTS June 14th ... RETURNS Sept. 8
Via United/lberia ... DEPARTS June 20 ... RETURNS Sept. 5

San Francisco to Paris ROUND TRIP $563.00
(Based on group rate) Children Half Fare,
Youth Fare $476.00

New York
to London

300.00
Inc. Tax
ROUND TRIP

Vie AAL-Alitalia ... DEPARTS June 21 ... RETURNS Sept. 5

San Francisco to London ROUND TRIP $532.00
(Based on Group rate) Children Half Fare,
Youth Fare $445.00

GIR-ODINS

SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER
SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
VALLEY FAIR

Ask about our Europe "by all means of transportation" student
tour. Auto Purchase/Rental plans available, Eurail passes.
CONTACT TONY’ ENGSTROM
297-0428
51 So. 19th

Visitors
Weir

SJS Grad Student
in Business

Send Flowers for
St. Patrick’s Day

Ncoltzti
Since

1885

2nd end San Fernando
Phone 292-8311

(At
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Cycle Club
To Offer
Activities
It,
titittlt11.11.
i.pe that enjoNs
It
kk
the great outdoors and Nem..
of exercise there is an organization on campus that may have
something to offer -- the SJS
Cycling Club.
The informal group boasts approximately. 25 members led by
32-year-old Bob Bias, a blind
graduate student in mathematics, who co-founded the club at
the hegining of the spring semester with his tandem partner
Ray Parsons, also a mathematics
graduate st uden t.
"Ray and I were filling out our
reg cards," explained Bitts, "but
we didn’t have anything to write
down for organization affiliations. so we put down ’SJS Tandem Bicycling Club’ and that’s
how it started."
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NEXT STEP
Despite its dubious inception,
the cycling club’s ranks have
burgeoned and the next step.
recognition as an official campus
organization. is Just around the
corner.
But what does it take to join
the ranks? Just a bicycle and
plenty of stamina.
Ail "average" ride will cover
25 miles, while the group’s racers
may travel 50 miles or more on
a jaunt. During the past few
weeks, some of the members
have taken rides three times a
week, and the Sunday morning
ride- -from Winchell’s Donuts at
tO Alutn
5th and Santa
Rock Park by the long way
has become a standard trip,
Parsons said daily noontime
rides are planned a soon as
the club can get organized.
INITIAL OUTLAY
For the person interested in
cycling, an initial outlay of about
$80 will secure a good touring
racer, but Ray Parsons, for example, plunked down $250 for
his custom-built, foreign-made
racerand the price limit is
determined only by the cyclist’s
enthusiasm and pocketbook.
The range of the cyclist ts
immense and trips will frequently cover a wide range. Four
members of the SJS club are
planning a trip to a rally in
Solvang this weekend. providing
a truck can be found to transport the bicycles. A trip along
Monterey’s 17-mile drive was
also mentioned recently.
Bitts, describes himself as "a
tourist, neveh a racer," although
he has been cycling since he
was 10.

GLUM, CHUM?
Depressed because your
wallet is? Obviously you
haven’t investigated our
Campus Internship Program: a learn -and earn
opportunity in life insurance sales that could help
you win your one-man war
on poverty.
Don’t misunderstand us.
Our Campus Internship
Program does agg subsidize get -rich -quick schemers. What it does do
is give undergraduates a
chance to learn life insurance as a profession. To
reap the rewards of their
own intelligence, initiative and hard work. And
to determine, long before
graduation, if life insurance sales and sales management shouldn’t be a
full-time, lifetime career.
Our Campus Internship
Program pays off: with
dollars and a sense of satisfaction. It would pay
you to look into it.

B. L. Reichmuth,
Manager

Pierced, Dangling Earrings
Mark Latest Jewelry Trend

REGULAR CLAMP EARRINGS to wire loop back earrings seem
to be on the way out. Today’s modern decorative jewelry worn
by SJS coeds is pierced earrings. Miss Lani Halderman, junior
ceramics major, displays the latest in exotic earrings because,
"I like the way they dangle low with a swing to them

BEAU TIES

WEMENTs
Kathleen Coffey, ,o,lato:nore
sociology major from Watsonville and member of Alpha Phi,
is engaged to Michael Stone,
senior politieal scienee major
from Saratoga and member of
Sigma Nu. August 20 has been
set a.s the wedding date.
Lhada inn, junior recreation
major from Stoekton and member of Alpha Omicron Pi, has
announced her engagement to
Jilll Willis, junior public relations major from Santa Clara
and member of Theta Zi. The
couple plan to marry June 11.
June King, senior advertising
major from Monterey Park, and
Frank Hirsch, senior advertising
major from W. Los Angeles, have
announced their engagement.
They plan to be married in
March, 1967.
Cathy Stout, jttnior social science major from San Jose. is

betrothed to William Cashman
lin engineer from Portland An
August 27 wedding date has
been set.
PINNINGS
Linda Lasater, junior design
major from Northridge and member of Sigma Kappa, is pinned
to Barry Jacobs, senior marketing major front Ventura and
member of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Evie O’Brien. junior social
science major from San 13rutio
anti member of Alpha Phi, has
accepted the pin of Bill Weiler,
senior social science nuijor from
San Bruno and member of Theta
Chi.
Punt Hamlin, junior social science major from San Carlos
and member of Alpha Phi, is
pinned to Rich Merritt, junior
pre-med student from San Carlos and member of Alpha Tau
Omega.

SJS Conference
To Feature Atty
San Francisco attorney Ruth
Church Gupta will keynote a
one-day conference designed to
direct women in attaining greater effectiveness in business relationship, Saturday, March 26.
The conference will be from
8:30 a.m. through 4 p.m. in the
campus cafeteria.
The program, -Room at the
Top," is being presented by the
Institute of Industrial Relations
and SJS, in cooperation with
California Federation, Peninsula District Business and Professional Women’s Clubs. Inc.
Registration is being handled
by Dr. Patrick M. Williams. assistant professor of industrial
relations. The conference is open
to the public.

for SJS student4
and families.
Shampoo and Set
Shampoo, Haircut
and Set
Pennant-it I NV t.

OF Poli

Wreek...

ything was fine until
thrre hours later. when her ears
really began to hurt!" Miss
II:Alderman admits that they
did not heal properly until two
months later.
Since that day. Kile has enlargmt her eolleotkin of pierced
:r. ,epitle:ed ifud:

S 2.50
S 4.00
$10.00

LIFE

a century of dedicated service

their policy because it is cosmetic surgery. No surgery is
periormed at the center.
Ht. continues to describe a
new gadget developed to pierce
ears on one step. A decorative
pin Ls injected through the ear’s
lobe and kept thew until the
4on hci,i,

IhnlIfy tont, Ihe valu nil!, !oca.Col, Company

bowl.
I!

3
lcc-cold Coro -Cola makes any campus "get-together" a party. Coca-Cola has the
taste you never get tired of ...always refreshing. That’s why things go better
with Coke... after Coke... after Coke.
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San lose, San lose, Catatonia
06.1.1 under th* aohohry of Ms Co,oColu Comp., bp
aNAJRIT

lip us EN EN mi

geauty chop

Part 2. Write your
street address.

1114 N. k -k street
Machado Building 45
292-5491

Part 3. Write the
city where you live.

IIII Ili MI MI IIII MI El

IM

"DIFFICULT AND CHALLENGING 7 -PART TEST"

Part 1. Write your
name and school.

Open Tues. tbru Sat., 9 a.m.
until 9 p.m. by appointment.
Othemise 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.

earrings 1., incline a pair of
silver statues and copies of the
Easter Island statues, which
She purchased in Norway.
Some coeds have asked the
tit:cows at the Student Health
Center to ’Attlee their ears. Dr.
l’hutrats J. C;ray, tlirect.t rrt the
center. states that it is :ig;tinst

Oh -oh,
better
check the
punch

1

Part 4. Write the
state where you
live.

Free parking in rear.
Part 5. lA-hat year
tire you in at
college?

5

Part 6. What field
do you plan to be a _111
GEnius in after
graduating?

"Room for GENIUSES." General I 1,,ctric Company,
P.O. Box 215, Church St. SI at ion,
\ V York, N. Y. 10046

Part 7. Now. cut
out and mail the __
coupon to General
Electric, at this
address.

IN so um um No mu me INN um mis ell IN

General Electric is passing out GENIUS buttons.What’s the point?
twngs

OnVi ne
’,keeP\iv4
tecemo9 as
tow

Walk in now for
Moderate Prices
Elofbrati Style Food
Rnagt Eastern Beef
Virginia Baked Ham
Kosher Style Corned Beef
Roast Tom Turkey ..........
I Ideagir Style Pasttanti
Iln.ist Turkey Leg

Any 2 nteats

PROVI EN F
...RANCE COMP A N

11.1

Pass this difficult
and challenging 7-part test
and win a free
GENIUS button!

t

We want to spread the word that
there’s room at General Electric
for talented people who want
to take on big challenges.
We like to call these people
GENIUSES. But what they’re
called isn’t so important as
where they’re headed. And at the
General Electric Company,
there’s plenty of room for
GENIUSES, no matter what

.9,

1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
IMO

...

$1.75

Any 3 meats

Slab of nutty Swiss cheese
orders

their particular field of interest.
If you want to be recognized for
your talents come to General
Electric, where the young men
are important men.
And be among the first on your
campus to own a genuine
GENIUS button. It will serve as
a reminder that G.E.... and
GENIL’S ... and important
challenges ... all go together.

Protest Is Our Most imporldint Raw?
$2.

.35

include choice of Barbecued Beans,
or Macaroni, Bread and Butter

210 North 4th Street

MUTUAL

By I:1 N. INF: (At i,t’vs
, .
.;;;Iitry"Friend
.
men, lend me your ears" .
only it. they are pierced! Pierced
earrings, dangling tio\vn throug,h
the centuries from prehistotic
times to the present, mark the
newest jewelry trend on the SJS
campus.
But today’s modern pierced
earrings worn by SJS coeds.
as well as gypties, sailors and
Latins are tmed as decorative
jewelry.
One SJS coed, Miss Lani
Halderman, a junior ceramics
major, is a three-year veteran
of piercml ears.
"I like exotic callings. I like
the way they clangle lov. vvith
a swing to them," Nliss Haider man says.
She admits that a high schcsd
girl friend influenced her
pierce her ears. She inke,
about doctor’s fees, then
it was too expensive. Next sh;
threatened to pipette them hut
silt if her mother would n.!
do it.
Miss 1 falile: man describes the
operations as a SUCCeSSfIll
but sore. Her mother ste
her ears with rubbing :ilk k
:
and froze ihe lot.es by niacin...
ice cubes behind them. Ten
long minutes elapsed vvhile her
mother pushed a sterilized needik.
through the first ear lobe. Immediately after the operation.
she cla.mped in gold pierced
earrings through the ear hole,
while her mother became :k

COMBINATION PLATES

For information regarding
either your own Life Insurance
Program or a Career in Sales
Management call 297 5707.

IICIPARTAN TJAILT.4

Wcrinewinv Mareh ig toart

Visit the Gaslite Room for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Rooms from $85 Per Month.
Ballroom Leasing.
SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
Located in the Sainte Claire Hotel

295.2626

coo me a

Be IN‘eveci to u‘
VON

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Wednesday, Marsh 18, 1966
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Smith -Beaty Battle
In Berkeley Meet

Final WCAC Cage Slats Show
Swagerty League Pace-Setter
To no West Coast Athletic
League fan’s surprise. Keith Swagerty was the pace-setter for the
league and S. T. Saffold for SJS
in official WCAC statistics released yesterday.
Swagerty. who led UOP to the
league championship. was the top
scorer and rebounder in the league
and missed a WCAC scoring record
by only 10 points.
In 14 games the 6-7, 235-pound
center amassed 322 points, only
10 off the record set in 1957 by
Fresno State’s Gary Alcorn.
Swagerty also grabbed 245 rebounds- four less than his recordsetting total as a sophomore la:t
year- to lead this department
handily with a 17.5 average.
Saffold was the only SJS player
to make all four individual tabulations, placing third in scoring
(19.11. second in rebounding (11.3 1,

seventh

in

tree

IllEoW

175.6) and eighth in field goal
shooting 48.5).
Center Frank Tarrantts was the
only other SJS player to be listed
among the league’s top ten in any
category, ranking eighth in rebounding with an average of eight
retrieves a contest.
Complete statistics:
TEAM STANDINGS
W
L
TEAM
I
13
Pacific
11
3
USF
8
6
Santa Clara
7
7
SJS
7
7
Loyola
9
5
UCS8
4
10
St. Mary’s
Pepperdine
1
13
SCORING
School
UOP
PEP
SJS
USF
UOP

!Player
:Swagerty
Holmes
Saffold
Mueller
Fos

(AmpiNG

REBOUNDING
School
UOP
SJS
USF
USF
LOY
PEP
SC
SJS

shootonsa

PlaY9’
Swagerty
Saffold
mueiler
Ellis

PH.tr,"
H.:,:;
Tarrantts
,Player
Black
Mueller
Levitt
Holmes
Ellis
Parsons
Burns
Saffold

PCT.
.929
.786
.571
.500
.500
.357
.286
.071

FIELD GOAL SHOOTING
School fgt-fga
98-58
USF
110-196
USF
44-79
SC
118-218
PEP
103-206
USF
42-84
UOP
101-206
LOY
100-206
SJS

’1111711111;101:1111MIPIZ I DJ 1

di
GREATER

SAVE tanif WITH

tEri:PF,’’’ I MOUNTAIN VIEW
, 05.7,(0s9,R.
i*Alt-en."..1 ...

1199 El (AMINO

0:::::=

OPEN ’TIL 9 EVERY NITE

& MORE
50%
OFF ! !
fioltELLA
1 in:1400M
t’llALET
CABIN
2 -MAN NUI
STATION
WAGON
Tern & Others

as,.\
thermos -

Air Mattress -Cots
Stoves -Lanterns
Pack Frames -Bags

SALESMAN SAMPLES

99

FACTORY CLOSE-OUTS - DISCONTINUED COLORS ETC. SOME ONLY
ONE OR TWO OF A KIND. HURRY!
SPECIAL

99

4-1B. WHITE STAG 2

V.’7/37,Kkid

Canteen
scout 11
Lantern
t. 1. shovel
6 a 5lattox
_
K at.. But kets
Knap sacks
Gold Pow

.it
,)94
1 s9
1 ’19
1 49
90,
99.
1 49

SURFBOARD Blanks
Finish It Yourself

G 4 M. .... k It
.. l
Camp ht11015
Hac
Tent Stakes
15c
Machetes
...1.P9
tmmo Boxes __ 99c
Ponchos
r.99
Ptstol Belts
99e
Ilunttne Knife 99e

,11,1

- T,

T Inner - Randy
- :,
Other Toe

Mk it

I I
GUNS
from 8.98
Gun Cases from 1.99
Gun Racks from 2.99
SHOTGUNS
29.99
22 RIFLES
16.99

IN

12 s_99_

I

19 BASEBALLS
jSOFTBALLS

,

(14

Revlon creates

171,e 7171,11 CW"
Sat loot bold: ducks
plus lite ionderbross poss
Noiss! Liquid Esclincr

BROWN BLACK OLIVE
SOFT -WHITE SLATE
BLACKBROWN

a

Co!!
STOCK!,
1!_

BRAND NRW

STRETCH

BOOTS 5:,99

99

299

NYLON
PARKAS 399 I

I

\cos! Flru.11

Shadm, $250

MUSHROOM OLIVE
SOFTSMOKE CURRY
WHISPER BEIGE

TRAVEL - STUDY
ENCHANTING

re

’BUCKLE B

BRAND
NEW

$150

i(anioks
beitai (or ol’IN

REDLICTIVIS

CHILDS

J

Phone 295-9131

Clara

\"
WHISPER PINK

This Gi pup Formerly
FORMERLY USED FOR
U:ed for Rentals
WOMEN’S - GIRLS’ - MEN’S
RENTALS -ALSO TRADE-1NS
Some Trade -Ins
This Group iolon-Ttretch
1Mmsmrne
anigtja
USED
FAMOUS
Newest Finest Ski Con
MAKES
struction Will out per FORMERLY USED FOR
form
metal
skis
Made
SKIS
RENTALS. BRAND
1 9’49
famous by C999 NAMES.
Complete
REG. TO 79.50
UP
Yamaha
with
Safety
Reg 99 50.
Bindings
Ideal for
rar-ling
Beginners
We made a terrific
buy on these suptIch
metal skis A full
LARGE % tRIETY
1 419JP9
range of
WOMEN’S
Vaht . to
sizes.
MISSES’ - CHILD’S
19 r0
Reg. 99.50
THERMAL
lilm.....=1
rituals/
imam
UNDERWEAR
PARKAS
Turtle 1
AFTER
Neck
SKI
;:112tsortcrs 1 .991 Ifir3Ur99C
T Shirts
BOOTS
UP
V NECK
/ SKI
a 00
SKI
This Group
SAVE ON
pr.i..isly
:
SWEATERS
SAFETY
Used for
BINDINGS
Rentals
GLOVES -MITTENS -HATS

599

ii iferMelfraiii1W
Lommomp

Santa

1/2 AP V

UP

UP

99

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
Illth and

IFC77,11nIE
WE BUY -TRADE -RENT

The junior social science major
plans to teach mentally retarded
children after graduation and may
do some work with physically
handicapped youngsters this summer.
Judy feels that with this work
she could be "helping sorne children who are sometimes passed by.
While I haven’t worked with any
children 3:et, I think it could be
really rewarding."
Ski club adviser and team coach
Bob Titehenoti believes that Judy’s

team.

Reg.
19.93

SKIS BOOTS PANTS
5.99 2.99 3.99

99

ski

-

RS . CO E --GE. S FIR.ST. CH I

1

By LEW ARNIESTEAD
Sports has long had a reputation
as a playground for adults. An
athlete would generally be considered uninterested in the so-called
"more important" facets of life.
However, occasionally a person
connected with sports is concerned
with doing his share for humanity
and his athletic training can help
him a great deal.
Such is the case with Judy Frasinetti, one-half of SJS’ women’s

3.99
599
11 no
23 99
sse
1.13
7.79

Poiyurethere Foam
EVERY SIZE 4,’D SHAPE
No Charge For Sperlal Sizes _

All
NG M
EVERY!’
TO MAKE ROOM FOR A TREMENDOUS

1

SJS Woman Athlete Concerned
With Life’s Important Aspects

59.50

FOAM !UPRISER

sr79

yd. I yd.

-Photo by Lou Suonomo
UP AND OMER-Spartan pole vaulter Jim Beam prepares to
clear the bar at 14-6 in last Saturday’s quadrangular track meet.
Beam took first place in the event. He will show his wares
again Saturday against California and Nevada.

3999

Ind break, 6515
1 all 5x7
4,6
6x8
4.99 7x9
8x10
7.99 105,2
16.99 !tale
12x14
Plastic Cofer gs12
Car Cofer
float Cm,
.-

BA5FBALI.
GLOVES

FAMOUS BRANDS

2 -LB. SKIER OR
McKINLEY
Reg.

WET SUITS
I 7.77 Surfer JACKET

NAUGAHYDE

Avg
59.2
56.1
55.7
64.1
50.0
50.0
49.0
48.5

ll

in 00

AND OTHER UPHOLSTERY
FABRICS. Reg 3.00 to 12.00

1

w

UPI

IgarnwerinlriirL 27.

Herueli
Penn - Qulk (Sancta - Mot hell - South

e -SAT. 9 TO 6

OPEN St:NO.11 10 TO 5
.....,====,
STERLING
CLIMATIC 100,6

FLOOR SAMPLES
SLEEPINGSTAG
WHITE STAG BAGS WHITE
STERLING

Avg.
17.5
11.3
I I.1
10.6
9.9
8.2
80
80

FREE THROW SHOOTING
ft.fta Avg.
School
Player
86.3
44.51
SM
West
82.8
SM
4848
Reames
81.7
58-71
LOY
R Adelman
42-52
80.8
LOY
Burns
78.7
48-61
SC
Heaney
76.4
55-72
UOP
Krulish
75.6
SJS
68-90
Saffold

Avg.
23.0
20.4
19.1
19.0
17.8

Pfs.
322
286
268
266
249

No.
245
58
55
49
38
15
12
12

POLES_ I -6

TWo of the collegiate track
greats of the nation will square
off in three events Saturday to
highlight action of a SJS-California-Nevada triangular meet in
Berkeley.
However. these two probably will
not meet in the one race everyone
has been waiting for.
The parties involved are SJS
ace Tommy Smith and Cal’s equally-heralded Forrest Beaty.
The duel everyone has been
waiting for is in the 440, but
Spartan coach Bud Winter announced this week that Tommy
may not run in this event.
SNAP STREAK
Winter explained that the other
members of the unbeaten mile relay team want Smith to run in
that event, where SJS has a good
chance of breaking Cal’s record
of 26 consecutive outdoor victories.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
PROUDLY PRESENTS
A Summer Session in Guadalajara
and Mexico City. June 19 to July 9.
Earn three or four units credit as you probe the mysteries of Mexico’s ancient past. Relive the romance
and turbulence of its history. Explore the wonders of
its landscape, and sample the warmth and hospitality
of its people.

training in sports could be valuable
in this work.
"She is a fine person and should
do an outstruiding job in anything
like that," explained Titchenal.
"The competition and travel slie
has had in skiing should prepare
her for it."
When the 21 -year-old applied to
SJS after attending Sacramento
City College, she learned that SJS
was starting a new program dealing with handicapped children.
She will take the Special Education program as a minor and
then try to earn a credential which
will allow her to teach mentally
retarded children.

PSYCH STIMULANT
Judy gained her first interest in
mentally retarded children when
taking a psychology course.
Although she has only recently
heard of Camp Harmon, the summer camp for physically incapacitated children, Judy has expressed
some interest in working there.
It covers a ten-week period with
new youngsters coming every two
t.veeks and is located in the Santa
Cruz mountains.
Judy developed her first interest
in skiing when her parents moved
near Lake Tahoe when she was
nine. There she encountered an
unusual physical education program.
Judy enmlleci at Silver Fork
Grammar School which had a
twice-weekly skiing program where
students would spend the afternoons learning to traverse the
snow.
STRONG SKIER
"She is a strong, powerful
skier," Titchenal said. "Her big
pmblem is that she doesn’t ski
enough to be among the top
women, but she does have good
potential."
Judy feels she is "past hoping
to be great." but she is still highly
interested in skiing.
"I love skiing and I will never
completely quit. Whenever there
is a mention of a race, I am there."
Some of her highest accomplishments have been her trip to the
junior national meet at Whitefish,
Mont. in 1962 and her winning of
the Silver Key Championship in
1962 and the Pheasant Slalom at
Heavenly Valley in ’64 and ’65.
This year Judy placed third in
the Powder Puff Derby at the
Nevada Winter Ski Carnival, competing for the newly formed SJS
ski team.

Tommy has not run mans: 440s
this year and Winter doesn’t like
the idea of him running the quarter-mile twice on the same day.
Many track fan.s felt a 440 meeting between these two might produce a world’s record.
Beaty was second in the NCAA
440 last year and ran a 46.9 last
week to lead Cal over Occidental.
Smith’s potential in the event
has not really been tapped yet, as
Winter had him working on shorter distances last season.
SQUARE OFF
Smith and Beaty will square off
in the 220 and the anchor legs of
the 440 and mile relays Saturday.
Last year, as SJS clobbered Cal
for its eig,hth consecutive victory
over the Bears, Smith and teammate Wayne Hermen dominated
the sprints.
In the 440-yard relay, Smith received the baton three yards behind Beaty and ran right by him.
In the mile relay Smith took
the baton so far behind Beaty
there was no hope of catching him.
Cal was the NCAA champ in
the mile relay last year. but has
been beaten indoors by SJS already
in 1966.

Santa Clara Rips
SJS Frosh Nine
The Santa Clara freshmen basetimes in

bailers scored eight

MIKE S
SPARTAN’
417 So. 1st.
294-11.54

featuring

1THE SPARTAN TRIO
Dancing ThursdaN
thru Sunday

PIZZA
10c BEERS FOR
LADIES FROM 3 p.m. -9 p.m.
$1 A PITCHER UNTIL
9 EVERY NIGHT

$495

Includes: Round-trip airfare from San Francisco, Hotel accommodations, Most meals, all tours
and entry fees. Add $56 if credit desired. Course
may be audited. Ten day extnsion to Acapulco and
Oaxaca available.
Inquire about this wonderful opportunity at the Summer Sessions Office on campus, or call Victor Camecho, Program Director, at 244-8760.

OnErstraii0
Second Summer Session from Aug. 8 to Sept. 2.

BIG DADDY STRUMS .
your bird is the marryin kind
II you got those predndurtion blues
II you want y0111* personal gold mine
Then your campus I. .7’ .1’. man has good
University Trust Program
434 E.

the

seventh inning Monday to upend
the Spartababe nine 13-7.
The loss was the Spartababes’
second to Santa Clara and dropped
their overall record to 0-9 for the
season.
Improved hitting has marked the
SJS frosh’s recent games, but thus
far has not been sufficient to provide a victory.
Leading the improved stick work
have been Wayne Block, Frank
Enea and Barry Biggio.

Suite C

286 81(io

111.14’8

V’eilnesdny Ntarch

ilt9 at9
glack Tennie4s
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Intramural Announcements
TOURNAMENT BASKETBALL
The upper division independent
basketball tournament begins tonight in the Men’s Gym.
In the first round games, the
Vandals play Alpha Tau Omega
No. 2 at 6:30, the Mojo Men meet
Phi Mu Chi at 7:30 p.m., the Has

NOW
BIG

SKI
SALE
25% OFF
TOP LINE SKIS
Further reductions on
PARKAS,
PA NTS
BOOTS

.sER4
064._
’/C E

0
4,4t.

Open Monday, Thurs., Frl.
10 to 9
Tues., Wed., Sat. 10 to 6
440 SO. WINCHESTER BLVD.
SAN JOSE
Opposite Mystery House

Telephone 244-0880

Beens take on the Bandits at 8:30
and Red Horde tests the Razorbacks at 9:30.
LEAGUE BASKETBALL
In finial Independent basketball
games Monday, the Awful-Awfuls
assured them.selves of an unbeaten
"A" league season by stopping
TVVIMC 44-32, while Basketball
Inc. beat the Bandits 51-46 behind
/ton Deetz’ 24 counters in another
"A" league contest.
In the "C" league, league-whaler
Phi Mu Chi rolled over the Eighth
St. Athletic Club 91-57, with Ray
Platt scoring 26 points for the
victors. The Hawks upended the
Risers 64-46, and the Has Beens
dumped To Whom It May Concern
51-44 in other games.
League champion Mojo Men upended the Swishers 53-44 to highlight "D" league play. In other
games Rich Platte led the Ferns
into a second -place tie by scoring
21 points in a 50-25 win over
Theta Chi, while Markham Hall
stopped the Vandals 57-46 and the
Eighth St. Lifters defeated Allen
Hall No. 1 32-31.
The Razorbacks won the "E"
league championship by dumping
the second place Peace Mongers
58-39 behind Al Williams’ 24 points.
In other games the New Knights
rolled over the Moulder Men 47-35.
Our Gang defeated the Bushmen
60-30, and Paul Penny’s 16 counters paced the Tip-Ins past Grant
Hall 43-38.
In final "F" league contests,
the Misfits and Bending Moments
both scored wins to tie for the
league title. The Fits beat the
Honacs 52-34, while the Moments
were clobbering the Creepers 62-16.
In other games, the Bailers stopped
Charlotte Hall 60-49, while the
Patty Duke Fan Club knocked off
the New Bucket Dunkers 60-28.

WORLD CHAMPION form is displayed by fennis pro Rod Laver,
who last Friday night lost an exhibition meet to Pancho Gonzalez
at SJS. See adjoining column for story.

Mishaps Plague
Unlucky Snowmen
The SJS ski team, plagued by
sprained ankles, lost skis, missed
gates and deep ruts. finished seventh in last weekend’s Pacific
Coast Intercollegiate Ski Championships at Squaw Valley.
F:ight teams competed in the
meet, which was won by Sierra
College.
In Friday’s downhill, SJS was
eighth, although its 87.8 point
otal was only 12 behind winning
Sierra’s 99.8.
SJS overcame a series of mishaps Saturday to finish seventh in
the slalom ahead of San Francisco
State.
Dick Johnson and Dennis Koehn
were the only Spartan finishers in
the event, which was marred by
a deeply-rutted course.

fo.r the
price of

1

2. Royal Greeting upon arrival
3. Fresh Flower Lei
4. Transfer from Airport to
Waikiki
5. Studio Type Apt. R001111
the Driftwood Hotel

at

6. Your own free lance Chevy II
from arrival to daparture with

UNLIMITED MILEAGE
Transfer front Hotel to airport
on departure
Prices based on double occupancy or
room and auto.

/orPA/lg

,
1411

125 S. 4th St.
Across from SJS Library
Hours: 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily
Thursdays open until 9 p.m.
292-7611

life710,54-40’
292-5090
30 E. San Antonio
Downtown San Jose

Open to Both
Co’s ’N’ Ecrs

$599
Package Includes
I. Round trip via Pan Am and
United JETS
2. Transfers round trip
3. Deluxe Apartments for 60
days including maid service
4. Circle island four
S. Get acquainted Party
6. Tahitian show and LUAU
7. Your OWN 1966 Chevy
with UNLIMITED mileage
for the whole 60 days. This
is your car, you just pay for
tho gas.
Price based on fwo.bedroom
suite for four

UNLIMITED MILEAGE

classic ivy
suit in
finest quality
SHARKSKIN
great
spring
value!
69.50
Sharkskin, fine, tightly woven
worsted that’s rich-looking,
is OK for most any suit-type
occasion and is famous for
its long-wearing qualities. Here
in your favorite Ivy style
with all the traditional detailing.
For spring (every

Write or call
for reservations
& folder

season) in olive,
charcoal or brown.

Name

1 WEEK ONLY!

VAUGIIN’S

mat,
Vroom sent till unexperienced lineup against the Bears
searching for a sixth man for tourney play. None of the three has
yet to impress the mentor.
Terry Small and Chris Andrew’s
earned wins while Ken Slasor split
with his Cal foe, All three doubles
teams took the best -ball pairings.
Keffer and Slzisor won 21/2 to 1/2...
!-Itnall and Cam Pickett by 2-1 and
Andrews and Dennis McDonough
also took a 2-1 victory.

charge account%
open thurs.
9

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
1. Round trip via Pan Am and
United Jets

Sparked by another subpar effort
by Don Keifer, SJS golfers trimmed
the University of California 18,2 to
8% on the San Jose Country Club
course Monday afternoon.
Keffer fired a four-tinder-par 66,
the lowest Spartan round of the
year. "He’s holding a hot hand and
playing the best golf of his life,’’
coach Jerry Vroom reports.
The thin linksier, known as the
"human one iron" to teammates.
has wielded a hot putter in recent

$12 to
$30

7 DAYS $268.95
5349.95

Linksters Over Bears
Behind Don Keffer’s 66

AAAAA So B
81/2 to 12

SUMMER
SESSION
60 DAYS

15 Days

was in on three school records while ’ ’
Kocal was in on one and added
valuable backup points.
Hoberg launched the Spartfui
%ictory with it record-shattering’
timing in the 200 individual medley.’

Hi.hesis
FLms - Wedgies
We teree your size

EASTER
WEEK IN
HAWAII
S299.95

the others who showed up so well
at San Fernando," O’Neill reports.
Kocal and Currlin were the biggest surprises at the Regionals.
Both swam under previous bests
to grab unexpected points. Currlin

s

0

ON ALL SPORT
SHIRTS
ENDS MARCH 19

alcil

TRAVEL ’‘

10 Days

"Last Week California: This
Week, The Nation."
Hanging in swim coach Tom
O’Neill’s office, the aforementioned
message dangles as inspiration for
the Spartan swimmers in this
week’s College Division Nationals
in Normal, Illinois.
After grabbing the Division Regionals last weekend, the mermen
hope to repeat performances in the
three-day splash beginning tomorrow.
Seven finners, and diver Steve
Hancock, fly back for the swimoff.
SJS entries include Steve Hoberg, Ted Mathewson, Kevin Currlin. Steve Williams, Jack Likens,
Mike Hansen and John Kocal.
Top competition is expected from
Bucknell University, which finished
Gard to San Diego State and Long
Beach State last year.
"Everyone we took to the Regionals went out and earned points.
We’re a young, constantly-improving team. I only wish we could take

Beautiful
Shoes for

TliEg AMU

7. Private parking at the Driftwood

SALE

’,ITARTAN DATLY-7

Mermen Journey to Normal
Seeking Uncommon Results

By LEE JUILLERAT
Saturday’s tennis defeat was anything but a net loss for world
champion Rod Laver.
Commanding a high salary for personal performances, the
left-handed Aussie received plane fare from New York to San Jose
to Los Angeles, in addition to payment for his appearance.
He was in San Jose Friday night.
"It’s very tiring traveling around the world, stopping for a few
hours, playing before crowds that expect me always to be at my
best, and flying on to another city," the freckled redhead opinions.
Laver appeared tired during the night, but showed flashes of
his true form in his loss to Pancho Gonzales. Although he failed to
break Gonzales’ serve, Laver’s front-court play and speed amazed
the crowd.
Meet promoter Butch Krikorian regarded Laver as the reason
for the exhibition’s success. "We were lucky to get himhe ha-s commitments all over the world, but agreed to help in* show."
In the dressing room after the matches, Laver noted the Spartan gym’s slick floor caused the ball to slide somewhat. "The court
was very fast and required adjustment. The ball bounded quite fast."
In contrast to the quiet Laver were loquacious Gonzales and
equally verbose Pancho Segura. The pair joined together in the
doubles finale after winning their singles efforts. Gonzales took Laver
6-3 and 10-8 in the, feature match after Segura topped Foothill coach
Dick Gould 8-3 in the preliminary bash.
"Hey man, why am I serving first?" quizzed Gonzales. "Ah, heck.
we always put the weak man first," quipped Segura.
The doubles play highlighted the evening with the overflow following repsonding to the two Panchos’ antics. Behind-the-back shots
and two-handed swipes by the pair left everyone delighted.
But, Segura wasn’t overjoyed with one ball boy. Despite repeated censure, the ball boy continued bounding spare tennis balls
to Segura’s annoyance. Gonzales likewise was irked by a photographer
who had to have an action photo.
Consolation came, however, as the dynamic duo grabbed the
doubles battle 8-5 over Laver and Los Altos Golf and Country Club
pro Don Hamilton.
"We had fun tonight, right Pancho?"
"Oh yeah, Pancho it’s always fun to beat the champ," Gonzales returned.

1nr.i1

(address
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

292e8000.

City

SJIZOCBIT

Plume

ait jok tad nice,

IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

223 SO. FIRST ST., SAN JOSE
G141jOgii

UV SANTA CLARA: STLVLNS CREEK PLAZA

AND AT ALL OTHER ROSS/ATK I NS
Limited Offer

OR S

n
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2,000 Applications Already In

SJS Students Urged To Sign Up Early
For Available Financial Aid Programs
By GARY WILLIAMS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Application.s for student aid are
coming in fast and furious." reports Robert S. Martin, associate
dean of students.
Dean Martin said all nine Elnancial Aids counselors are booked
well in advance, and it will take

mom 10 dit)... Irt two weeks to get
; an Interview.
I
He warn.s that no applications
1 will be accepted after Friday,
April 1, for the 1966-67 fall and
spring semesters.
More than 2.000 applications
:
have been received in ADM201
in the past two months. according

-?;( I CLARK BROS. PRINTING I
for speedy reproduction
* campaign literature
* fraternity literature
* sorority literature

734 S. First - 295-2502

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
1125 LEASES e 2 bedroom, fully fur.
hed home at 440 Elaabeth St. Nedr
,ner of S. 10th & Santa Clara St. Wal
ommoddte 4 college students. 2
r lorlts from SJS. Zulpo Realty. 2594230

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1 I
CAMPAIGN FUND GARAGE SALE
Appliances. furniture, bric bre, ,
Coffee 8 doughnuts free. 2314 Tal,a
Ave.. Santa Clara. 243.0530.

I OR 2 MALE students over 21 to live
I in large Los Gees Hillside home. $40-60
GOING TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER?
month. 354-3925.
\.,OLVO or TR I
We v., .c
MARRIED. 1 bedroom furnished or un
ry erices. 10,
UMPH for
-nd apt. Clean, quiet. $85 & $100.
MR. sAuNrn:,
financir 0"’11
9th. 297-6349 evenings.
, :.4. 9646 or
5.15
DOES
Are

REALITY

SESSIONS

SUmmER

YOU

LEAVE

ABROAD

LIMP’ LARGE, QUIET second floor steam hr
.
apt. for married couple or 2
i85. Near SJS. 470 S. 3rd. See
$8 -57 -ono
FURNISHED STUDIOS. i ’,
nli rAmpus. 74
$?1,.
292.7852’. Manager 48 S. 4th, #9.
New. idea!
2 BEDROOM .t ,thc.r1

1966

6 p.m.
I mALE
st,,dent to shore
. r
ioplet, furnished. SSO Pe,
- ’65 after 6 p.m.
WANTED. I male roommate. $50 a
Your own large bedroom. 628 S.
rOth. #3. 295-2393.
ROOMY, furnished 1 bedroom apt
Water & garbage paid. $120. 583 S. 1th
St.. #I3. 6 rooms. see this. 294.9170.
FURNISHED 1 bedroom apt. Water, gas.
garbage paid. Quiet. $95. 583 S. I Ith
# 13. 294.9170.
DELUXE student units. Brand new. 2 bed
room, 2 bath. danish decor, electric
kitchen, large closets. $150 a month 706
S. 9th. 294.9I70 or 248.1926.
LARGE I bedroom, unfurnished apt.
Water & garbage paid. 6 rooms. 583 S.
I Ith St., #I3. 294-9170.
SENIOR OR GRADUATE student in
she, 1 brinirnnio opt. cInse I, campus.
$47.50. Call Stn,ve. 294-6726.
I DELUXE 2 BEDROOM furnished apt.
726 S. lOth Sh. Call
$120 per
259.4456 UPPER DIVISION MALE wants either
$40 a
an apt
(cheap). 295.
morthf or dorm
Ich After 5 p.m.
9753. ASK FOR J
.i.er

AUTOMOTIVE (21
’57 CHEVY BELAIR. Power steering. 5
n ew fires. New ur..holstery. Real sharp.
Must sell. 292.7831.
’60 METROPOLITAN. Excellent condition. Must see to appreciate. Best offer.
293.9554 after 8 p.m. Getting married,
must sell.
’60 OPEL. R/H, white wall fires. Body in
fantastic shape. Terrific gas mileage.
$550. 286-0513. John.
’62 PORSCHE SUPER CABRIOLET. Er- ;,
; nol miles.
’
295-1455.
AM/FM
,

.

’58 FORD CONVERTIBLE. Must see to
appreciate. R H, white walls, good top.
$325. 295-7258 before 5 p.m.
’62 FALCON Station Wagon. Standard.
Deluxe. FM radio. Heater, 2 door. Escellent condition. 321-3127.

r

($35

says, "Now WC can tailor-make
a package to meet the needs of
each student. In the past, N’e
haven’t had the money or tht
variety of programs we will haix
next year.
Under the Higher Education Act
of 1965, federal scholarships from
5200 to PAO will be awarded stu(lents, depending on their need.
These scholarships must then be
matched by one of the college’s
aid programs.
SJS presently offers two main
types of aid: the Worls-Study Program and National Defense Stu dent Loans.
The Work -Study plan was es tablished under the Economic Opsti rtunity Act of 1964 and began
last year. More than 900 students]
are now employed in jobs paying;
from $1.25 to $2.50 an hour.
Last month, Ryan said nearly
2.000 jobs will be offered next
ylear. Full-time stammer jobs also
n ay be obtained under the pro-

to Mrs. Joyce Chandler, financial
aids receptionist.
Don Ryan, director of financial
aids. said last month he is "afraid
if more students don’t apply, we
won’t even use the money available to us."
1
Ryan is away on an assignment
for the state until Monday, hut
Dean Martin predicts,
-Wer’’
going to have plenty of applicants."
He stresses he does not wish
to discourage students from atpolying, because no one is SUFI’
how much money the college firainy will receive for its aid programs. He estimates the total
will be from $3 million to $4.5
million.
.
The flexibility of the new aid
programs, which begin next fall,
is stressed by Dean Martin. He

Iranians To Hold
Celebration in S.F.
An open house to celebrate the
lX)sst Year will be held Monday, 5-7
p.m. at the Iranian consulate, 3400
Washington, San Francisco.
The celebration is open to Iranian
students and the general public.
according’, it) the Iranian consul.

MRS. KENNETH KAYSER (center) preesnts a $1,500 check to
Leslie Janke, chairman of the SJS Librarianship Department,
to establish the Edna B. Anthony Memorial Scholarship for librarianship majors. Looking on is Miss Colleen Anthony. Both
women are daughters of the late Mrs. Anthony. Before her death
Mrs. Anthony worked closely with SJS librarianship students.
The scholarship fund will be earned from interest on the grant
and awarded annually to a graduate student working toward a
master’s degree or credentisl.

gramtitan, 3:30 p.m . Cafeteria facult
National Defen,se Student Loans
room. Michael O. O’Flynn, assistant
s9.5111.:, 7:30 p.m., F.:147.
have been available for the past
College l’otutg Life, 9:95 p.m., professor of electrical engineering,
1seven years. They are long-term. 1 Campus Christian Center, 300 S. will speak on Ireland. Everyone
low-intered I:tans, which are not 10th.
invited.
repaid until the student gradF’oreign Affairs Club, 3:30 p.m.,
mites.
CH166. Dr. Harry A. Gailey Jr..
associate professm: of history, will
speak on "Recent Political Developments in Africa."

62 CHEVY
59 TR 3

LAMBP ETTA

7 door hardtop. 327 stick.
ow tires, tape recorder.
-=2 offer 6 p.m.
adtion White witl7t

MOTORSCOOTER. 1965
. 2 000 miles. Extra
, tol fool. $415. Phone

286
’414 305 HCTNDA HAWK. Eicelle,t
r
.. tee to appreclate. L
mileaaa. C.111 292.1978 after 4 p.rn.
FOR SALE (3)

120 CONCORD TAPE RECORDER. i
year
a Per,
I
^
$80 new). 286.3109. Jim.
ZENITH H141 radio combiration. Portable. Must
Best offer. Excellent condition. Soe Sue in #234B at Hoover Hall.
294.2922.
SKIS. Head Mastiys, 6’3". Look Nevoid;
toe $89 50 or bast offer.
biodins
294-8741 13
-Jiro- 7 pm,.

NEW
RUBINSTEIN
TULIPS
Ever so Enticing
With Icing
3 New Shade.,
Nail Fa.,Iiion. to Match

TONIORROW

(

a)14014616

10th & William

292-5502

Social Work Club, 3:30 p.m., CI I169.
Folk Music Club, 7:30 p.m., Ca
pus Christian Center, 300 S. 10t h.
Student Math Society, 12:30 p.111
111I432. Edgar S. Simmons will
utik on "Linear Programming midi
,rme Theory." All interested stu,dits and faculty welcomed.
Cate Capers, 2:30 p.m., Sna)1:
m. cafeteria. Folksinging group.
0 Braden. Ron Hagan, Eric Wit, as and Tom Laggart.
Isaptisd student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
onorial Chapel. Featured speak Howard Bramlette, Baptist stunt consultant, will speak on "Stu0it Commitment." Everyone billed.
llillel, 7:30 p.m. ED348. Featured
caker vvill be Rabbi Familant.

HELP WANTED 141

"Well cpike, guem tiv 6rotitedl
rageP."
have to walk Acme

GIRL NEEDED. PART TIME care for
,
14 mon’h nld baby. 4 hour. 5
$25, 295-9178.
HOUSING IS)
ANN DARLING Apts. I & 2 bedrooms.
No. 33rd
Marburg Way.

SINGAPORE (UPI)

One mil-

lion persons jammed a public
yesterday to
square in Jakarta
thank the army for banning the
Indonesian Communist Party, ra-

Classified Adv. Office -J206
Daily
10:30-3:30

Submit ads 2 publications days prior
ROOM & BOARD. $69. Excellent cook.
to day ad is to run.
2 blocks to SJS. No curfew. Clean rooms
293.4275.
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
DELUXE STUDENT sots. Brand new. 2 r-ash or rheck. Make chock out to
bedroom. 2 bath. Danish furniture, elec- Spartan Daily Classifieds.
tric kitchen. lame clasets. 5150. 4 persons. $1$0. /06 S. Yth. 04.91/1).
l Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2405.

CARDS

Books Inc.

’&

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek & Winchester
San Jose’s Blg Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serring Cdlihrnia SionT 1851

Sunday. March 20. 8:30 p.m.
Admission: 52.50, $3.50, and $4.50
J , B.O., 40 W. San
(1950888). En-lose self -ad
envelope for mail

The demonstrators demand«I
that pro Communist Foreign Minister Subandrio be brought In

The
Monterey Institute
of Foreign Studies

trial.

I ’nits of the armed forces in
0, mored cars listened while the
crowd proclaimed its allegiams
to Et. Gen. Soeharto, who assumet I
power Saturday. The rally vv:is al ’ended by :III of Indonesia’s leddmtt politictil parties except the
t:s I’PrIle left. the reports said.
Some students carried a while
cot fin with the name "AMU"
t)interi on it, a reference to fornier Indonesian Communist le:aler D. N. Aidit, believed killed
!in last year’s army purge that ft:Ilowed crushing of the coup.

An orientation ’nevi ing for applicants for the Miss San Jose Stale
Beauty Pageant will be held Saturday, March 26, in HI at 11 a.m.,
Don Miller, student pageant director, said.
Saturday is the last day applications will he accepted for the pageant, which is sponsored by Sigin:t
Nu. Applications may be obtained
in ADM242 or in the Student Affairs Business Office ill Milli-ling IS

10 Week Summer Session
7 Week Session
For Graduates Only
.) AUGUST 27
LAN,IJ ’,GES AND CIVILIZATIONs
,

SF
’

a

n

and intermediate courses,
,,rrn,d,re ard advanced
i 2 urds. Upper
12 ,,,,, Greduate
e

A R TS

(..omprohensive
fundamental
-1
.,,,riirts on Western
R,-ss’a Ind Eastern Europe,
N,
I
and Latin Amer-

POLITIC 41

i ,

; Master of Arts
;rstions and in
i966 6/ Aradrtmic Year
6,

196/

Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges as a Liberal Arts Institution.
For information write to:
Office of Admisisons
THE
MONTEREY INSTITUTE
OF FOREIGN STUDIES
Post Office Box 710
MONTEREY. CALIFORNIA, 93942
Telephone (408) 373-4779

g DOE

TRANSPORTATION 19)

Visit the

PAPERBACKS

dio Jacarta reported.

Pageant Meeting
To Brief Coeds

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600. Class
of ’59.
FAST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED TYPING in my home. Editing upon request.
259-5118.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
243-6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Sunnyvale area.
IBM electric typewriter. Price per hour
or page. 7AC-7999.
EXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Thep,
Iterm papers, etc. Work guaranteed. 378
8577. Jo Vine.
1EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonabl.
Phnno 294.3772
AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE IN
SURANCE for Ow:lents. Chet Ba
186 5386. 449 W. San Carlos.

To place an ad:

75,000
GREETING

Indonesians
Applaud
Red Ban

The reports said demonstrators
carried pictures of the seten
Indonesian generals killed during
the Oct. 1 coup attempt against
’President Sukarno and pictures of
FRIDAY
seven students killed in front of
International students OrgantraSukarno’s Merdeka palace at the
height of recent demonstrations.

’1.0

RIDE FROM EAST SAN JOSE ,D
Work,
Hurs 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 251-524
SJS Switchboard 5-6 p.m
after
RIDE NEEDED to & from Center,
(Newark) & SJS Mon. thru Fri. 7:30 7
p.m. Call 357.7987.

65,000
BOOKS &

I

’63 VESPA. Must sacrifice - going in
service. Ca11 296.2071 after 5 p.m.
PERSONALS (7)
’54 BUICK SUPER. 71,000 miles. Automatic. Power. R/H. Clock. Excellent conHAVE YOU A STAMP COLLECTION for
dition. $250. 286.9733.
sale? Let me make you an offer. C. F.
’64 HONDA 150. Emellnnt ennelitinn. Barnes, 311 S. First, room 321.
$100 worth of extra equipment. Call Tim,
295 939, ;It.,r,
SERVICES (81
’53 CADILLAC. 5100. Runs good, good
iinning, Call Larry
’7’ 294 noia.
’513 CHEVY BISCAYNE. Two-cio-o-r-..-iti;v;
ti. 5350. Original owner.

-e-

Spartaguide

win settle for less?

1111EATRT

WOKLO’S FIRST

THEATRE VitTri ALL PERIF6.CT SEAT’1’

PRESIEN TS:
Spike, disgruntled: "Whatdaya
mean, walk?"
Joey, sadly: "I got no bucks to
send him. It takes coin to travel,
ya know."
Spike, thoughtfully: "Why
doesn’t he get a ride home with
a nice Spartan?"
Joey, dejected: "He doesn’t
know any ’nice’ Spartans."

Spike, intelligently: "Then have
him place a classified ad in the
Spartan Daily. That’s how most
Spartans find riders and rides."
Joey, gratefully: "Great idea!"
(You can place a dassified ad
in J206 any Monday thru Friday
10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.)

JAMES

STEWART

MAUREEN

O’HARA
BRIAN KEITH
TECHNICOLOR’
PANAVISION
A IJIIIVERSAI FiftilPi U

Phone 738-1111

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED!

738 EAST FL CAMINO REAL

SUNNYVAIF

letween Wolf* Rood and Foir Oaks A

1

